
Appendix B: Tangents & Collateral Stories
The adventures and stories in Feral & True touch on so many topics, 
people, and worlds. Many of these contain enough wonder and 
personality to merit explorations of their own. 



The Intern Show is an online production 
created by the interns.  In it, they have 
more time and latitude to share their 
own stories and abundant personalities.

They are having the adventures and 
misadventures of a lifetime.  They all 
have hilarious observations and 
criticisms of the production and the 
things the audience doesn’t see.  

It’s perfect for anyone who has ever had 
a strange job with weird bosses.  The 
Intern Show is a loose and 
sometimes-snarky Greek chorus, clearly 
done more in fun than in criticism. 

Much of it might be shot slyly with 
phone cameras and dissected later in 
boisterous group commentary.  But it’s 
really up to them.  It’s their show.

The Intern Show



THE MARK IV: RECORDINGS AND PERFORMANCES
We work with sponsors in music-related businesses to produce new 
recording and performances that explore the new possibilities of the Mark 
IV.  These make great documentary stories unto themselves as well as new 
musical tracks.



ABOVE THE STARS: THE FASHION SHOOTS
We collaborate with a fashion house on costumes. In exchange for their 
contributions and perhaps funding, the fashion house will have full access 
to our world for photo shoots centered around the project and the story. 

This includes music, sets and projections, costumes, or any other materials.

This is the story of the fashion shoots. Viewers will be embedded with the 
designers, photographers, models, and elaborate fashion entourage.



ABOVE THE STARS: THE LONG DOWN
We have all seen photos brought back by urban explorers from their 
short forays into subway tunnels and manholes.  But the deeper 
underworld beneath New York City is still terra incognita. 

It can run 80 stories deep — far deeper than the height of all but 
the tallest skyscrapers.  Much of it is unmapped. And what maps do 
exist are closely guarded secrets.  

Those who work in the far underground return with strange tales. A 
forest still standing but entombed. Underground rivers, bogs, and 
water tunnels. Unknown living creatures. Human bones and signs of 
deep habitation. And an incomprehensible maze of tens of 
thousands of tunnels and ladders — some of unknown origin.

The Long Down is a cartographic and scientific expedition in which 
scientists, journalists, and explorers spend seven days or more 
mapping, documenting, collecting DNA, and pushing as deep and 
far as they can get.

The expedition will produce new maps, scientific discoveries, and a 
podcast chronicling the days and nights on the move through the 
underworld.



FERAL & TRUE COFFEE TABLE BOOK
All of these projects generate thousands of images. 
Concept sketches, production stills, inspirations, 
cartography and scientific illustration, and photos 
of shenanigans and discoveries.

The book contains two hundred images that bring 
the viewer into extra dimensions of each project.


